CIBN Hibo join hands with
Singapore FENIX to welcome new
opportunities and the future!
CIBN Hi Broadcast CIBN Hi Broadcast Today

On December 24, 2019, Beijing time, CIBN Hibo and
Singapore FENIX company jointly held a signing ceremony,
officially signed a cooperation agreement, and jointly
committed to the creation of blockchain as a community
product. Facing the future, the two sides will also launch a
series of exciting cooperation in the aspects of blockchain
content products, series of activities, and international
music and cultural exchanges.

Mr. Xu Hao, general manager and senior blockchain project
investor of Beijing Chainsci Technology Co., Ltd.
The cooperation between CIBN Hi-Tech and FENIX is based on
blockchain technology and features music as a carrier with
technological breakthrough characteristics. This cooperation It is
a great forward-looking attempt. In terms of international music
and cultural exchange, how to promote the internationalization
of classic music with national characteristics in the direction of
the Belt and Road is a very exciting thing. We must achieve
overtaking in curves. Hope that in 2020, we can use this
cooperation as a demonstration project to shine on the
international stage!

Allan Klepfisz, founder of FENIX
As the person in charge of the partner, Mr. Allan klepfisz, the
founder of FENIX from Singapore, expressed his eager
expectation for future cooperation and trust in CIBN. He said:
CIBN ’s enthusiasm for innovation in the music industry and its
presence in the Chinese market Fenix is deeply attracted by its
rich experience and powerful music distribution platform. CIBN is
very thoughtful in making full use of their respective advantages
for extensive cooperation. CIBN Hibo is committed to bringing
Chinese artists to the world and introducing world artists to China,
which is closely related to the goal of FENNIX. Mr. Allan Klepfisz
said, "In the past year or so, I have come to China 29 times. We
have this responsibility to let Chinese culture, especially the music
industry culture, go global and achieve world-wide cultural
exchange. Going out, the international culture and Chinese culture
exchanged each other, only to show the significance of this
cooperation. We also firmly believe that CIBN users can bring
international music content, and become a cultural exchange
under the Belt and Road Initiative The bond. "

Lu Changquan, Chairman of Beijing Zambo Marketing
Management Consulting Co., Ltd.
As the "master" of the Chinese marketing industry, Lu
Changquan, chairman of Beijing Zambo Marketing Management
Consulting Co., Ltd., introduced the FENIX team's
entrepreneurial history in China. I hope that in the future
cooperation, the two sides can achieve steady progress and
achieve step by step. .

Song Lijie, general manager of Guangdong Fang Music
Performing Arts Division
In the end, Song Lijie, the general manager of the China
Guangdong Performing Arts Division, made a concluding speech.
She was sincerely grateful that the broadcast has been a downto-earth team from the beginning. It has continued to
accumulate and persevere from the beginning, only today in the
industry and users. Very good reputation. It is for this reason that
CIBN Hibo and the FENIX team can "meet a thousand miles to
meet", CIBN Hibo and the FENIX team are facing each other in
terms of business complementarity and "gas field". best choice.

Founded in 2017, FENIX is committed to using its excellent blockchain
technology to create better personal marketing platforms and
platform-based monetization services for musicians and artists; fans
can experience all of the artists on the platform created by FENIX for
artists Relevant content, including audio and video, graphics, etc.,
while creating higher market value and returns for artists.

CIBN Hi-cast is the first domestic vertical music performing arts
distribution service platform. It has the functions of live video, ondemand, simulcast, and new video media such as special zones. On the
basis of comprehensive coverage of popular content, the focus is on
developing distinctive content. Has formed a comprehensive
development from superstar concerts, classic concerts, independent
musicians performances, colorful MVs, mainstream music charts, music
variety shows, small theaters and other popular content to classic
music appreciation, music master class and other featured content.
Provide end-users with a multi-screen, full-scale audiovisual feast
from TV to mobile phone.
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